Campus Cab provides point-to-point taxi service throughout the Main Campus, East Campus and other nearby University of Florida locations for faculty and staff on official business. Service is available at no cost to riders Monday through Friday from 7:30 AM to 5:15 PM.

In September of 2006, the Campus Cab pilot program was introduced as an element of the University’s Fleet Management Initiative. Campus Cab began with just one vehicle operated under the supervision of the Physical Plant Division, then transitioning to Transportation and Parking Services in August 2011. Today, three 7-passenger 2010 Chrysler Town and Country minivans operate on a daily basis as Campus Cab. The program also uses a 2012 Dodge Caravan specially equipped with a wheelchair ramp to accommodate disabled riders.

Staffing includes one full-time dispatcher who stands ready to manage ride requests made by telephone at (352) 392-RIDE and email at campuscab@ufl.edu. Three full-time professional drivers are fully certified with Commercial Drivers Licenses with Passenger Endorsement. All drivers are subject to annual medical exams and random drug and alcohol screening. Additionally, Transportation and Parking Services provides trained and certified backup personnel as needed.

Campus Cab accommodates over 1,000 passenger trips per month. The program supports our commitment to sustainable transportation by offering a free, reliable, customer-friendly alternative to departmental vehicle ownership. It is strategically important in helping to reduce traffic, parking demand, fuel consumption and the University’s carbon footprint.

Campus Cab is outgrowing its funding as ridership continues to trend strongly upward. Passenger trips peaked at 1,210 in February of 2013; reluctantly, 77 rides were turned down due to a full schedule. Beyond this, Campus Cab is asked constantly to expand its hours and service area. This request for RCM funding would provide Campus Cab sufficient resources to add a fourth vehicle and driver.

The Campus Cab webpage may be viewed at [http://parking.ufl.edu/subpages/campuscab.html](http://parking.ufl.edu/subpages/campuscab.html).